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Put on VR headsets in VR to escape your manager and go deeper into nested virtual realities. In the near future, most human
jobs are automated. What is the purpose of human 5d3b920ae0
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This has become one of my favorite VR experiences. I expected a quirky, funny ride through some surreal VR spaces, and this
game delivered that in spades. I did NOT expect it to present some big transhumanist/singularity-based ideas in an emotionally
resonant way, but it delivered that too.. Pretty amusing. I would say definitly worth a buy.. Really great and unique vr
experience, but I wish the game had more in it. I think it could have been competative for vr game of the year if there was more
branching paths and endings in the game. There is only 2 endings, but 1 of those is just an ending where you lose , so that
doesn't really count. It doesn't need as many as something like Stanley Parable but something like 5 endings would have been
great.. At first, I was like "Aw, this is kind of neat. Little weird, but it's really funny. And the robot's cute. And it shows off
virtual reality well. This is a fun game, I bet I could let my nieces play it." Then by the end of the game, I was like
"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA." 10/10, is essentially The Stanley Parable but
focused on the nature of virtual reality/evolving tech rather than the nature of narrative and also gets more surreal and dark. And
I really wish I could explain more in-depth why this game is good, but this is one of those games where if you explain too much
beforehand it ruins the experience. EDIT 11/21/18 : I nominated this game for Steam's "Most Fun With a Machine" award,
because Chaz is an amazing character. Seriously, surprised I didn't talk about him in the original review. He's brilliantly written
and voice-acted, his design is simple but adorable and intimidating when he needs to be , and the algorithms and physics that
keep him balanced are fun to mess around with. Chaz is, indeed, the most fun I had with a machine in a long time.. AN
AMAZING GAME! This game is so funny while being kinda a dark phycological horror game where you rub and suck a stick
of butter. Yeah I know, SCARY. I was expecting a jump scare half the time.
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